
The Customer Pitch Deck Template
Delete this instruction page when complete Getting the most out of co-selling:

Co-selling partnerships with businesses selling complimentary solutions and services to a 
target customer can be a fast way to achieve your goals. The partnership can cut existing 
sales costs and even accelerate growth in market share. Ideal objectives include: 

• Create a synergy between respective offerings to showcase why partnering with your 
solution is fundamentally smart business for the Microsoft sales organization. 

• Articulate the “natural fit” of how the solutions and services add value for the customer 
and Microsoft.

Tips:

• Describe the single biggest value that your CEO tells customers about your solution.

• NOT technical features and speeds and feeds, rather, the specific value customers are 
willing to pay for.

• Make sure this is relevant to the joint offering you are positioning with Microsoft.

• It’s ok if Microsoft is just the enterprise platform, the secure cloud, or the enabler of 
your technology. 

• It is more important that the customer needs or wants are met than to be wholly 
differentiated.

Filling in this slide template, if you don’t already have a standard title slide created: 

Box 1: Insert <Partner name> and <solution name>

Box 2: Insert most current version of <Partner logo>

Box 3: Insert photo or graphic image 
Insert image that is relevant to target, solution, and within brand guidelines.

Instructions for next slide: Title Slide

Purpose of this Partner Pitch Deck:
This presentation is intended to be used by the <Partner> field and the Microsoft 
Sales teams to articulate the value both companies bring when deploying a joint 
solution. 

This document is merely guidance. You may already have slides that deliver on this 
purpose. Don’t reinvent, go ahead and use your deck or parts of it. In that case, use 
this template and guidance as a filter to determine if you have best positioned the 
solution. 

In case you don’t have the information already created, the template and guidance 
should make it easy for you to rapidly build a quality story.

Flow: 
Title page 

Including <Company name> and most current version of <Partner logo>
Market overview 

Including challenges customer are facing, ideal solution a customer is looking 
for, and the desired outcome a customer is looking to solve by deploying a 
solution/service such as yours. 

Your solution/service overview and solution value points 
These are descriptions and points that highlight your solution, not just 
differentiation points. This slide will also include proof points that showcase 
the success your solution/service has had with customers.

<Partner> + Microsoft solution 
Including overview, value proposition statement, and proof points or power 
statements. 

Customer success story 
Including one successful joint win with 3-4 proof points about the success 
your solution/services has had in the market. This should include at least 1-2 
joint proof points. CSE: IP | OTC: IPNFF  







Context for next slide: Market Situation Overview Delete this instruction page when complete

Box 1: Industry Situation – identify and explain the target industry or a more generalized 
industry perspective.
Box 2: Insert most current version of <Partner logo>.
Box 3: Insert Challenges - insert statement that highlights customer pain points or 
challenges faced when looking for this type of solution.
Box 4: Insert 3 bullets that support the customer challenges in Box 3.
Box 5: Insert ideal scenario - insert customer statement that highlights the benefits 
experienced when deploying this solution.
Box 6: Insert 3 proof points that the challenges from Box 3 are real.
Box 7: Insert 3 value supporting customer must haves when deploying this solution
Insert the reasons customer buy a solution like you are offering.
Box 7: Provide proof as to why the customer needs the solution.
Tips:
• A desired outcome is an explicit statement of the changes the customer must make and the results 

that it must have in its environment to deal with an issue the customer has. This outcome will allow 
the customer to achieve its desired future/vision/mission. An outcome is a specific, vital, positive 
organizational or infrastructure change that moves the program forward to its desired state. The 
outcome must be based on identified challenges and they must provide the ideal scenario in 
developing strategies to get to the outcome. The outcome indicates the direction of change desired 
(increase, decrease, maintain).

Box 8: Insert 3 value bullet list of key desired outcomes customers are expecting when 
deploying this type of solutions.

Before you can write an effective message that speaks to the pain and needs of an organization, 
or an opportunity they would care about, you should first acknowledge who your target is, and 
what you hope to accomplish with your solution.  

This simple exercise answers the key questions of who are we talking to, and what are we trying 
to get them to do:

Market / industry Overview:
This market overview slide is intended to set context. It will provide your customer an 
understanding of which aspect of the business or challenges you are aiming to solve for with 
your solution/service. This slide sets the tone for the entire deck. But it also gives the presenter 
time to set the stage using context of what he/she already knows about the account. That is 
why it is important to allow these to be somewhat high level challenges (or opportunities).

Tips:
‒ Keep the challenges simple and current. Avoid presenting old information.
‒ Use trends or common challenges to explain your thought process to your audience to gain 

their appreciation for your understanding for this business segment.
‒ Call out the analysts who are supporting your statements, i.e. Gartner, IDC, etc.  

When inserting this slide or using the template provided, make sure you are setting the tone by 
identifying: 
‒ Target segment or vertical your solution is solving for.
‒ Challenges or issues the market is facing that apply to your customer.
‒ The requirements your customer has in this market when purchasing such solution.
‒ What an ideal solution or outcome would look like for a customer.

Finally, all this should be back up with proof points and statements that let the customer know you 
<Partner> understand what the customer is looking to solve
This is a Guide:
Once again, if you already have this information, please use it when providing this information. If 
you do not have this slide or information already created, feel free to leverage the template 
provided below. 

Instructions for next slide: Market Situation OverviewTarget Audience - Individuals Titles those targets go by What we hope to accomplish
e.g. LOB Application Owner e.g. CRM Manager, Division IT 

Manager, CIO
e.g. Get them to consider 
hosting their solution in Azure, 
and monitoring it with 
<Partner> Solution

e.g. IT Infrastructure Manager e.g. IT Manager, IT Director, 
CIO

e.g. Get them to use Azure 
and <Partner> Solution for 
Backup/ Recovery, and DR



Customer Success Story

Box 2:
Insert 25 – 35 word customer testimonial.
• Insert Deal Size
• Insert Closed Date
• Insert Vertical/Region

Box 3:
Insert proof point 1

Box 4:
Insert proof point 2

Box 5:
Insert proof point 3

Win Results

Store AR Engagements



Instructions for next slide: Customer Success Story Delete this instruction page when complete

Box 1: Insert most current version of Customer logo.

Box 2: Insert a customer example that deployed both your solution/service on Microsoft 
solution. These should be a showcase of how the customer challenge, the ideal scenario, 
the winning solution and any value points that provide additional value.

Box 3: Proof point, statement or customer quote that highlights your solution/service 
with Microsoft solution.

Box 4: Proof point, statement or customer quote that highlights your solution/service 
with Microsoft solution.

Box 5: Proof point, statement or customer quote that highlights your solution/service 
with Microsoft solution.

Instructions for next slide: Customer Success Story

If you already have this information created, please use it when providing this 
content. If you do not have this slide or information already created, feel free to 
leverage the template provided below. 

Joint Customer Success Story:

Case studies will complete this overall joint story. This is a powerful tool 
that can help show the potential customer how you and Microsoft have 
successfully deployed this very solution before. 

Although there is an entire journey from problem to solution that needs 
to be told in one small slide, focus on the parts that matter.  (Someone 
had to extract the metal from ore to build the car you are buying. You 
don’t really want to hear about that do you)?

• Who is the customer? What do they do?
• What was their problem, and what challenges prevented them from 

easily solving the problem? Keep these pertinent to the solution.
• How did the customer find out about your solution? Did they 

consider other providers? What criteria did they use to select 
<Partner> and Microsoft?

• What was the joint solution? How did it address the customer’s 
challenges?

• How did they implement the joint solution? How long did it 
take? What new challenges did the implementation create?

• What results did your solution give them – both anecdotally and 
measurably?

• Was there anything spectacular about how easy it was to deploy, or 
engage employees.

Ultimately, specific details make a customer success story great. Generic 
anecdotes without supporting facts make a success story weak. Always 
include facts where you can.

Packaging  AR Engagements



Box 1: <Partner Name> <Solution Name>

Box 3: Your Tag Line – the 5-7 word phrase that tells your value story to your broadest target

Box 4: Value Title

Box 7: Core Value of your Solution

• Bullet 1 about this value

• Bullet 2 about this value

Box 5: Value Title

Box 8: Core Value of your Solution

• Bullet 1 about this value

• Bullet 2 about this value

Box 6: Value Title

Box 9: Why your solution is better 
on Microsoft
• Bullet 1 about this value

• Bullet 2 about this value

Optional: Value Title

Use the 4th only if it is critical to your 
story
• 4th is optional

Box 10: <Partner> 10-12 word statement about the value of your solution (Ideally analyst or customer. If not compelling fact about your 
story) 

Box 2: 
<Partner 

Logo>

Web AR Engagements



Context for the Solution Overview slide: 

<Partner> Solution Delete this instruction page when complete

Box 1: Insert  <Partner name> and solution name.

Box 2: Insert most current version of <Partner logo>.

Box 3: Insert 5-7 word <Partner tag line>.

This will be a statement that sums you goal up in a compelling and interesting statement

Box 4-6: Title for each component of your offering. 

This is not a solution name. This would be a problem your solution solves or a benefit.

Example:

• Infinite Scalability.

• Overarching Security.

• Ease of Deployment.

Box 7-9: Insert the primary reasons why customers choose your solution over another. 

When customers have deployed your solution and are pleased with the benefits, what do 

they say when they are asked what your solution does for them?

Insert ore value of your solution. Include 2 bullets in each box. Theses should not contain 

more than 3-5 words.

• Bullet 1 about this value

• Bullet 2 about this value

Box 10: Insert <Partner name>. 10-12 word <Partner> customer value statement.

Ideally an analyst or customer quote or statement. If not one of those, insert compelling 

fact about your story. 

<Partner> Solution Overview Slide:
The solution overview slide is an introduction only.  Don’t make it too 

complex. Right now all you need to do is pique the customers interest, and 

get them engaged. The value statements and overviews need to be simple 

and understandable for the Microsoft field to present, and easy for the 

customer to instantly consume.  If you set the stage right, you will 

immediately be solving a know concern. 

Your Solution

Tips:

‒ Keep your tag line catchy, not feature heavy. Don’t get into the details, and lose the 

client on the highest level values. If it doesn’t work as a simple story, it won’t work as 

a complex story.

‒ Make your story about the value to the customer, and if possible some 

differentiators.  But remember, they are buying the overall solution, not just the 

differentiated components.  

‒ If we can first solve the problem for the customer, the benefits of your solution will 

be obvious.

‒ Backup all your information with quick, hard hitting facts that drive the importance of 

your solution or service home for the customer. 

When inserting this slide or using the template provided:

‒ Your companies/solution tag line. 

‒ Features that are relevant and comprehendible.

‒ Supporting facts about your solution or service.

‒ Proof points that support your claims.

You probably already have a slide that does this.  Use this guide to test if your 
existing slide is working.  
If you do not have this slide or information already created, the template 

provided below will rapidly get you to a good solid story. 

Instructions for next slide: <Partner> Solution Overview

Key Value of Capability What does it do Why is it valuable

Museum Exhibit Engagement



Context for next slide: Joint <Partner> Solution + MSFT Delete this instruction page when complete

Box 1: Insert <Partner name>, solution name, and relevant Microsoft solution name.
Box 2: Insert 2-3 sentence Microsoft and <Partner> joint value proposition.
• The first sentence should consist of solution hook that is tied to the primary pain or opportunity of 

the customer that our solution helps solve. 
• The second sentence will identify what your solution does to solve that problem or opportunity.
• The third sentence will contain either proof that your solution delivers or differentiation that makes 

it an irrefutable option.
Tips:
• The solution hook should speak directly to the pain or opportunity of the primary target customer.  
• It needs to be catchy and interesting.  But more importantly, clearly aligned with the specific issues 

solved.
• Targeting: If your hook is too general, you may not be targeting specifically enough. You are better 

off doing a great job speaking to a key target than you are doing an OK job speaking to a lot of 
people.   

• Pain and opportunity are both good. Your solution should solve either a pain or present an 
opportunity. 

Box 3 – 5: Insert Microsoft and <Partner> solution title 
Identify what your joint solution is solving for or what you are calling it to customers.
Example:
• Enhanced Scalability.
• Cloud Protection.
Box 6-8: Insert value statement why <Partner> and Microsoft are better together.
Insert what your solution and relevant Microsoft solution do “better together.” What specifically is 
achieved for the customer when the two solutions are combined?
Examples:
• Increased capacity for compute, storage, etc.
• Tighter integration between front-end and existing back-end systems.
• Better/faster insight into data trends, customer behaviors.

Joint <Partner> Solution plus Microsoft Solution:

The joint <Partner> and Microsoft story clarifies what changes in your market 
position because you engage with Microsoft.  The easiest way to accomplish that is 
by presenting those values that change most dramatically because of Microsoft. 
Often that is something like, “We chose Azure for enterprise-grade security which 
gives you the confidence to move rapidly into the cloud” and not really specific to the 
solution.  That’s OK.  We want the customer to buy because it works for them.  Use 
big numbers and the insights associated with them to prove your points and generate 
credibility, but avoid speeds and feeds. At this stage they aren’t likely comparing 
speeds. 

Keep the audience in mind, and make sure any statement serves the values you 
introduced earlier. 
• What are the specific values they derive due to the joint nature?
• How do you expect this story to help customers in your target industry?
• Who are your potential customers, and what value will your stories hold for 

them?
• Are you hoping to appeal to existing customers, as well as new prospects?
• Don’t be afraid to get specific about customer scenarios that articulate your 

value. 

Creating a joint value proposition: 

This is a positioning statement that encompasses the benefits you provide for an 
industry/vertical and how you do it uniquely well with Microsoft. 
• Define the problem set you are solving for.
• Qualify the problem.
• Unique and compelling aspects of your solution.

Instructions for next slide: <Partner> Solution Overview

If you already have this information created, please use it when providing this 

content. If you do not have this slide or information already created, feel free to 

leverage the template provided below. 

Social Media Integrations



Box 1: <Partner Name> <Solution Name> + Microsoft 
<Solution>

Box 2: Joint Microsoft and <Partner> value proposition – 25 words that articulate the value of the joint solution

Box 3: <Partner> + Microsoft <solution> 
value title 

Box 6:

Customer joint value 5-7 words

Power statement

Box 7:

Customer joint value 5-7 words

Power statement

Box 8:

Customer joint value 5-7 words

Power point

Box 4: <Partner> + Microsoft <solution> 
value title 

Box 5: <Partner> + Microsoft <solution> 
value title 

Solution Alignment

Why Imagination Park

Our	patent-pending	Augmented	Reality	(AR)	technology	
allows	you	to	integrate	the	digital	world	into	the	real	
world	within	minutes,	giving	your	branding,	marke>ng	
and	sales	campaigns	unlimited	poten>al.			

Create,	manage	and	distribute	AR	content	with	ease.	
You	and	your	staff	don't	need	any	technical	exper7se.		

The	industry's	most	versa9le	AR	pla<orm,	allowing	the	
choice	of	engagement	by	marker,	GPS	loca7on	and	Web-
based	ac7va7on.	



Customer Success Stories: Option 2

Box 3:
Insert proof point 1

Box 4:
Insert proof point 2

Box 5:
Insert proof point 3

Box 1: Customer Success Story 1
Insert: Customer name, logo, deal size, what it means for joint 
partnership and success criteria

Box 2: Customer Success Story 2
Insert: Customer name, logo, deal size, what it means for joint 
partnership and success criteria


